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State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board
Fiscal Drug Utilization and Evaluation Committee
Minutes
March 17, 2004 – 9:30 a.m.
Public Service Commission, Hearing Room 1
1000 Center St., Little Rock, AR


The 6th meeting of the State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board Fiscal Drug Utilization Evaluation Committee (hereinafter called the Committee) met on Wednesday, March 17, 2004 at 9:30 a.m. at the Public Service Commission, Hearing Room 1, 1000 Center Street, Little Rock, AR.

Members Present					Members Absent

Preston Means						Robert Watson
Kathleen Hanlon					Linda Scott
Diann Gwatney
Sheila Weddington

Sharon Dickerson, Executive Director, EBD.

Others Present:  Doris Williams, Employee Benefits Division; Pat O’Malley, Public Service Commission; Wendy See, AdvancePCS; and John Bauerlein, Milliman.

	1.	Call to Order

		Meeting called to order by Preston Means.  

	2.	Approval of Minutes

		
		A motion was made by Diann Gwatney to approval the minutes.  Motion was seconded by Sheila Weddington.  Motion approved.

	3.	Clinical DUEC Recommendations

		Wendy See with AdvancePCS discussed the change of Zyrtec from 3rd tier for the syrup and Dickerson stated that the workgroup had discussed moving Zyrtec from 3rd tier and the DUEC Clinical Committee was making this recommendation to do so. The Fiscal Committee agreed with the Clinical Committee’s decision, and a motion was made by Diann Gwatney, seconded by Sheila Weddington to change the Zyrtec syrup from the 3rd tier to the 2nd tier.  Motion carried.

	a.	The Clinical DUEC requested extending usage of Zelnor for up to one year of use.  It will be managed on a case by case basis and managed by EBD administratively.

		The smoking cessation issue was discussed.  Dickerson discussed whether or not to cover the co-pay for smoking cessation products.  Dickerson stated she needed to find out if she could contact pharmaceutical companies for discount rates.  See commented that they can negotiate with pharmacies to obtain rebates for the client.

		Wendy See said one option would be to use the mail order for smoking cessation products for deeper discounts.  It was mentioned that the Health Department is promoting legend products and UAMS is promoting over the counter products.

		The issue is whether to cover the co-pay on smoking cessation products, because in the Gold Standard you don’t have co-pays.   If we do anything for the school groups, we need to move on it quickly because we have to decide the rates in April.

		Means suggested starting the smoking cessation in 2005 for the state but wait on the school group because we don’t have enough time to make changes for the school group. 

		It was mentioned by one member that in the DUEC Clinical on the subject of smoking cessation it was stated that Zyban was more successful than other products, and that counseling was needed also to help Arkansans in their effort to stop smoking.

		Dickerson stated that an alternative to Zyban also needed to be provided as some people cannot take Zyban.  

	b.	PPI exception process 

		There had been a request for appeals of prilosec OTC.  The Clinical Committee recommended that we do not change anything.  It was stated that many did not go to equivalent doses when changing, and some took it only sporadically as needed, so a true comparison could not be made.  

	c. & d.  Regarding the non-sedating antihistamines, it is the recommendation of the Clinical DUEC that we don’t make any changes.  Next month we will be looking at Singular, and also step therapy was recommended.

		It was mentioned that the Clinical DUEC had discussed the possibility of combining the Benefits Sub-Committee and the DUEC Clinical, but no decision has been made.  

	4.	4th Quarter DUR

		Wendy See stated she did not have the 4th quarter DUR.  See said it is staying on trend with no major changes.

	5.	Benefit Design Modeling

		See stated that the co-pay modeling is part of the package she passed out to the committee.  Several different co-pay changes were compared in spreadsheets which were also passed out.  See stated that most of the claims for prescriptions were in tiers 1 and 2, and very few in tier 3.  Changing the tier 2 co-pay to $30 generates an additional $4 ½ million in savings to the plan, passing along to the participants the rate increase on tier 2 drugs.  The numbers in the spreadsheets are gross numbers, without rebates.  The first week of Prilosec OTC there were 1,000 scripts processed for the plan, which is a very large amount.  AdvancePCS is tracking these numbers, and giving reports to our consultant, Dr. Walt Morrison, weekly. 

		See modeled, as requested by Dr. Morrison, the mandatory generic design. This model would yield little and cause great confusion in communicating to the members. The difference in co-pay is adequate to steer members to generics.  Committee members agreed.

		There would be an additional $145,000 of savings in the plan, stated See, if the co-pays were changed to $10/30/60.  See doesn’t recommend making a change because the cost savings will not be very great.  

	6.	State Gov. Drug Trend Comparison

		A presentation was made by Sue Todhuntert, an actuary at AdvancePCS, regarding state government drug trend comparisons.  Her trends monitor the trends of all the large clients AdvancePCS supports in Blue Cross and the other plans.  Materials were handed out by her on trend information collected by her team.  The cost drivers have not changed.  Two websites she stated you could go to for their information are:  www.cms.gov and statistics www.cms/hhs/statistics/nhe.  Todhuntert stated that in the spreadsheet “Directs” are employers and governments that are contracted directly with AdvancePCS, and noted this was in her spreadsheet #2.  

		The generic Prilosec, Omeprazole, was locked out.  It was $120 per script but you were only getting a $10 copay.  Dickerson stated calls regarding this from participants were dwindling over the past week  – around 35 or 40 calls.  The cost per script is increasing, states Todhuntert.  Dickerson asked if the Trend Summary had been adjusted for eligibility.  The average was around 127,000, so it does clearly show that the eligibility had been adjusted.  Her utilization has not been normalized comparing retail to mail order.  Dickerson asked See to do a comparison of data on retail and mail order claims.  Drug costs and utilization seem to be in the range expected in most plans, but the amount paid per member per month is gradually creeping up.  What that tells her is our plan is suffering from co-pay leveraging.  Our plan is not changing the co-pays on our overall trend.  Therefore, she expects trends to rise.  2001 was when the last change was made.  Bauerlein stated we need to seriously consider changing the co-pays. 

 		The member portion is not increasing; therefore the plan percentage is continuing to increase.  Maybe plan changes are called for, stated Todhuntert.  Dickerson asked what other state’s co-pays are.  Todhuntert stated they varied.  Some are very low, while others have changed to higher co-pays.  A suggested plan for low co-pays is $3/7/12.  A retiree group she is working with is continually making increases in their co-pays, $15/35/75, and they will probably continue to make increases in their co-pays.

		Bauerlein stated that the bottom line is the group needs to make a decision as to whether to increase co-pays or increase the rates for the whole pool.  The costs will all be passed on to the participants.

		Todhuntert stated that overall in 2003 the members are paying a little less; average is 25% to 26%.  

		Bauerlein went over the rate increases which were covered yesterday in the Benefits Sub-Committee Meeting.  One member mentioned that we might have to go to coinsurance as opposed to co-pays, and with the coinsurance there would probably be a cap or limit of some sort.  A member stated he felt that he doesn’t think we should make any changes for 2005 but spend the reserves, and then plan to make changes in 2006.  This Committee was in agreement on this issue.  Bauerlein was asked how much should be used from reserve, and he stated around $6 could be used to subsidize the pharmaceutical program.  Last year $5 million was allocated from the surplus.  


		A member asked Wendy See to give this Committee rates segregating school vs. state numbers.  
	
		Bauerlein asked Todhuntert what was causing the 7.1% trend.  He asked her to give us some guides on what is working and what is not.  

		2002 is when we changed the pharmacists’ reimbursement and it has helped in costs. 

		A member stated that they thought it would be traumatic to make large changes in drugs all at once.  Most people can change their budget with small changes in co-pays, and members could budget for small increases.

		Dickerson stated that the public schools may have to start looking at different plans as their funding is different than the state.  

		See was asked to get trends on how many consumers were willing to go to generic and physicians suggesting brand names.

		The committee was asked if they wanted to deal with changing the co-pays in 2005 or taking $5 million out of reserve.  One member feels co-pays should be made in small increases such as $2 for each tier.  A motion was made by Hanlon, and seconded by Gwatney to change the co-pays for 2005 to $11/27/52 co-pay change.  Motion carried.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 11:25 a.m.



